Fall is my favorite time of year, and the colors here in Connecticut are beautiful this year. I hope you all are well and able to enjoy the season.

We've got some exciting news to share with you all, as detailed below! Feel free to spread the news and share the links to these new singles.

Stay well, and enjoy the music!

~ Chris

Anncouncing Brubeck Editions

The Brubeck family is excited to announce the formation of its new record label, Brubeck Editions, with its first release, Time Out Takes, coming out just in time to celebrate Dave's 100th birthday.

Brubeck Editions will be releasing other recordings by Dave Brubeck and a variety of incredible musical collaborators. The family has access to many wonderful performances caught on tape over many decades, on the road and in the studio. As with future Brubeck Editions releases, Time Out Takes was painstakingly compiled, re-mastered and packaged with the direct participation and supervision of Brubeck family members guaranteeing their musical integrity and sonic quality.

Stay tuned for news of future releases!
Time OutTakes features previously unreleased tracks from the original 1959 recording sessions which have never been heard before. These newly-discovered recordings feature wonderful performances that are every bit as compelling as their famous counterparts. Two Time Out tracks: "Pick Up Sticks" and "Everybody's Jumpin," were achieved in just one take so there were no alternates to include on this new LP.

However, it was discovered that during the 1959 Time Out sessions, the Quartet also recorded "I'm In a Dancing Mood" as well as an unlisted trio jam with a major drum solo that included snatches of the melody from "Watusi Drums." So these two tracks were included in this brand-new LP.

Time OutTakes will be released on December 4, 2020, just in time for Dave's 100th birthday on December 6th. The version of Take Five on this album has been released as a single, and can be heard on Spotify, Amazon or YouTube. Please feel free to share these links.

Stream on Spotify

Dave's Final Studio Recording: Lullabies

Other record news: We're excited to announce that on November 6th, Verve Records will release "Dave Brubeck - Lullabies", a beautiful solo piano collection of sweet melodies which he recorded as a gift to his grandchildren.

"From the beginning of time, mothers have lulled their babies to sleep—softly
singing familiar melodies...Some of the melodies on this album are like those familiar songs. Some are original pieces that I thought would appeal to babies as well as an older generation. I hope the littlest ones will respond to this music, and that parents and grandparents will enjoy it as well.”
— Dave Brubeck

Watch for the new album out on November 6, 2020, but in the meantime, enjoy this charming video Verve created to accompany the track "Brahms Lullaby".

Pre-order now

Spiritual Brubeck

Dave was always a spiritual man and became even more so as his life progressed. Our friends at Valentine Music put together a Spotify playlist of Dave’s most devotional works from his oratorios, orchestral compositions, and jazz standards. Enjoy!

Listen on Spotify
Subscribe to The Official Dave Brubeck YouTube Channel!